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The Gentlemen Sexy Business Team are a committed group of sports and
business professionals who have an insatiable passion for the creation of
quality sports and simulation games. Their vision is to create casual yet highly
engaging games that include authentic business features - creating a realistic
trading experience while incorporating an exciting and fast-paced sports
element. What's in the box? -- Sports Activity -- Authentic Business Features --
Online Support -- Credits -- Login to Game • all main sports: Basketball,
Football, Volleyball, Football (Soccer) • also Horse Racing and American
Football • useful with password protect The game is free-to-play and also has
real money transaction via a virtual credit card. PLEASE NOTE: - For the time
being we won't offer a trial version of the game, but we will have a "one month
free account" program where you will be able to play the game for free and
have the opportunity to try the game for the first time (which we guarantee
will be the last time you try the game) during the first month you have the
account. You will also be able to take advantage of the "one month free trial"
to learn how the game works, see how it compares to other games with similar
genre, what the differences are (like a simple game vs a game that will have
real money transactions, it's a bit tricky to explain) and what the current
transaction rates are. - For the first month we will offer the "one month free
account" offer for new accounts only. - After the first month the "one month
free account" will become a normal paid account. - Once you have purchased
the account the price will be 4.99$ for the first month, after the first month
4.99$ per month. - Once your trial expires you can't login to your account,
however, you will have access to your game history and personal stats, and it
will be possible to login again with an additional account. - After purchasing
the account you will have access to all the current network features. - All the
main sports will come with the current versions and playable in the latest
version of the game. - With the current versions the game is optimized for
tablets. - Once you purchase the game you will receive the login to the game
and that will be the only login you need to access to play or manage the game.
- There is a download limit for the game, so if

Gems Of War - Let It Snow Bundle Features Key:
Social simulation
Sandbox
Micro-economics system
Logistic simulation
Travel
Anarchy / Government system
Capitalistic simulation
Environment
Trade
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Plans
Company
Components
Societies
Nation building
And More...

A game about picking up chicks on the streets.

Adapted from modern Japan's economy. Economical, hilarious and resourceful

Clock Mechanism:
At the head of the street, you can either buy a clock or repair. Repair is cheaper, of course, but it also halts
progress as the clock will not be repaired if the Repair Mechanism is working.

At the beginning of the game, the player does not have property, money and tools. But he has a Travel
Machine, a Truck, and a map.

Traveling is the basic function of the game. The player can travel by foot, truck, or car

 There are 10 countries that you can travel through 

You can buy houses and apartments, and have houses and apartments for sale as well 

Second Estate of the Removes is possible

Will be 10 systems that you can interact with

- Products, Opportunity, Markets, Household, Employment, Labour, Trading, Info- Economies, Projects, Cities,
Refineries

Tools

Executing taxis, public transportations, banks. On a price of the process (cash, train tickets, license)

Money management

You have a working economy model (which can not be changed, but can be developed, expanded) With 5
available tasks:

Production - Resources (Household, Plants, Oil wells)

Construction
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